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I play guitar, but somehow I found myself watching piano training in the progression of gospel chords. I found what goes by that name as a 7-3-6-2-5-1-4, which is apparently a common improvement in gospel music. However, it seems that the numbers here are mostly a guideline for root notes and do not necessarily represent the quality of the chords. One
continuation, in key C major, may be Bmin7b5 - E7 - Am7 - D7 - Gm7 - C7 - FM7. But another one might look something like Bmin7b5 - E7 - AM7 - Dm7 - G7 - CM7 - FM7. These are just some of the basic chords I gleaned from training, but normally, piano players add other extensions or play different inversions. Anyway, it's a little confusing to me when the
same number progression can be different variations where different chord features are assigned to each number. As far as I can tell, except 7 and 4, all other numbers are flexible as far as the quality of your chords goes. Can anyone help me understand the instructions on how making a particular or partial chord string affects the quality of other chords in
progress? Top 2 18 Quick-Tip Comments Coach Jenny might focus skill level 2 level 3 learning along with chords improvising reharmonization of music style Do you want to learn how to play contemporary gospel and piano R&amp;B? In today's piano lesson, you want to learn how to play contemporary gospel and R&amp;B piano styles in 3 easy steps.
Starting with the progress of very basic chords, we walk through the process of making these chords more interesting with chord colors, how to add extra chords, and common contemporary gospel and R&amp;B rhythms and voicings. In particular, you learn: 1-6-4-5 progress chords how to convert your chords into 7ths how to add pass chords with trick 2-5
how to use Extensions &amp; Alterations to paint your chords 2 common chords Voicing approaches whether you're just a little experience playing the piano or you've been playing the piano for some time, you'll learn the essential tools for playing contemporary gospel and R&amp;B piano They'll get it. Let's go in. Step 1: The most common contemporary
gospel and progress of R&amp;B chords, progress 1-6-4-5 is the first step in playing contemporary gospel and R&amp;B on the piano choosing a simple chord progression. One of the biggest misconceptions students have about the contemporary Gospel &amp; R&amp;B genre is that it has a lot of large, complex chords. But if you boil contemporary gospel
and R&amp;B piano into its basic elements, most of these improvements have only 4 chords. The large, crisp chords you hear are actually just an icing on the cake, and we'll discuss this later in this piano lesson. But for starters, let's make sure we have a solid foundation to start with before we start adding fancy stuff. What progress should you start off with if
you want to play contemporary gospel and piano R&amp;B? I recommend the progression of chords 1-6-4-5. What is the progress of chords 1-6-4-5? Chords 1-6-4-5 The progression of chords is using chords F, D minor, B flat major, and C major if you are playing in the F key. Here's what the progression of chords seems to be in sheet music form: 1-6-4-5
Chord progression in the F key on the piano with the position chords rooted now, if you don't know your major and minor chords in the F key, I highly recommend that you pay the F key string, where you learn all your diatonic chords in the F key before moving, you can progress other chords in the F key. Try the F KEY as well. Here are 2 common gospels
and R&amp;B piano chord sheets on piano: 2 common contemporary gospels and r&amp;b chord progression on the piano you can learn 8 essential gospel improvements in our Gospel Groove series here. The next step is to make your chords more interesting by making them chords 7. Turning your chords into chords 7 is the next step to playing gospel
and piano R&amp;B is to chord your chords 7. By adding the 7th to each of the 4 chords you have already learned, you instantly progress more jazzy chords, or in this case, gospilly. How to add 7ths to your chords? The easiest way to find the 7th of each chord is to jump a note above the top note of each chord and play the next note using the major F-scale
notes. So in the F Major chords, if you start on the high note C and jump D, you'll have E (which is 7th). In Chord C, if you skip the next note of the above note G, then you will finally find in the Chords Bb. The trick with this method is to always use the major F scale to move up as your notes. Now, if you apply this system to the 4 chords you have already
learned, you end up with these four chords 7:1-6-4-5 progression of chords in the F key on the piano using 7 chords anyway, we have these diatonic chords 7 chords, and if you want to play contemporary gospel &amp; R&amp;B, so it's essential that you learn them in all 12 keys (you can Can they learn in our diatonics 7 course chords here). (20 minutes).
Now, before moving on, I recommend that you practice the progression of high chords with supporting tracks included, which can download at the bottom of this page after entering your membership. You can also practice this in any of our 12 keys by clicking on a button of our smart lesson sheet music. Now that you can play these 7 chords, let's add a few
more chords to the progress. Step 2: Contemporary gospel and R&amp;B pass chords are the next step to playing contemporary gospel and piano R&amp;B adding passing chords. Passing chords are defining features of contemporary gospel and R&amp;B piano. Now when you first hear pianists adding these chords, it can seem very mysterious. How do
they know which chords to add and which ones look good?! Today, I want to show you one of the most commonly used pass chord techniques called 2-5 tweaks. What's a 2-5 trick? Trick 2-5 is a technique in which you add chords to the progress of chords using 2 And 5 chords of your target chords. So if we look at the progress of our chords from above, you
will notice that we start in F Major 7 chords and then the next chord is D Minor 7. Since D Minor 7 is our target chord, we can add 2 and 5 of the minor D 7 chords just before that chord. Is chords 2 and 5 in the D key minor? They have minor E 7 beds 5 and A7 respectively: 2-5-1 chord progression in the minor de key on the piano in the contemporary gospel
ad r&amp;b style (if you don't know your chords 2 and 5 for each key, you can learn in our 2-5-1 chord exercises 7 and minor 2-5-1 workout courses). Now if we continue to use this logic, we can add trick 2-5 before each chord. With this system, we end up with the following chord progression: 2-5 tricks to add passing chords for contemporary gospel and
R&amp;B chord progression now it's really starting to sound good! We've got a lot of exciting chords. Now we have 12 chords! And we did it using 1 single-pass chord technique. You can learn many more passing chord techniques in our Passing Chord &amp; Reharmonization courses (Level 2, Level 3). However, it still doesn't sound quite right. To put the
final payment touches, we need to add a few more chord colors. Step 3: Contemporary gospel and R&amp;B extensions, Alterations, &amp; Voicings are arguably the most important steps in learning to play R&amp;B and contemporary gospel pianos that color their chords. The way we do this is with extensions and chord changes. What are the extensions
and chord changes? Suffixes and chord changes are notes we can add to chords 7. Chord extensions are 9, 11 and 13, and chord changes are b9, #9#11 and b13. By adding these notes to your chords, you'll be able to achieve rich, beautiful chords that play pros. Now, in this lesson, I don't want to go into detail explaining what chord extensions and
variations are (you can dive deeply onto them in our chord extension course and period changes our chords do). However, if you already know your extensions and changes, let's talk about how to use them on your chords. Major 7 chords are the first and most common chords you see in contemporary gospel and R&amp;B is your major music 7 chords. How
does it look like the Gospel and R&amp;B? You add ninth to chords, so in the case of F Major 7, you add G to chords: F Major 9 Chords in the root position in piano minor 7 chords is the second most common chord you see in R&amp;B and contemporary gospel is your minor 7 chords. The way to build these chords like gospel chords is to also add 9 to the
chords. So in the case of Dm, you'll add E, or 9:D minor 9 chords in the root position in the dominant piano 7 chords is the third most common chord you'll find in contemporary gospel and R&amp;B is your dominant genre of 7 chords. For these chords, your best approach is to add any of these combinations: 9 and 13 b9 and #11 b13 and #9 here they are in
the form of notation: the combination of common expansion and change on the dominant chords 7 including C13, C7#11b9, and C7b13#9 while there are other combinations that work well, combining the top 3 strongest punch. What are the suffix/change combinations named above? They are called upper structures, and you can do a deep dive on them in
our dominant coloring chords with our dominant coloring extensions and chords with periods of upper structures. Now that you know what notes to add to your chords, it's time to put together the whole progress of chords. 2 Common Contemporary Gospel and R&amp;B Chord Voicings is the final step in playing contemporary gospel and R&amp;B piano is to
add high chord extensions and their variations to your progress in an interesting way. What do we mean by interesting? Well, we're gonna spread the notes on the piano to really punch. We called this technique voicing chords. What are voicing chords? Voicing chords is how we extend chord notes on the piano. Ideal chord voicings in the left hand usually
include root and 7, or root and 3. In the right hand, ideal voicings use clusters of chords or triathlons. With these instructions, you should be able to play some beautiful thigh voicings in this chord progression. then lets go . Let's apply all we've learned to Voicing 1 Voicing 1 Voicing 1 Contemporary Gospel and R&amp;B Progress Chords for Piano As You
See, Now Chords Way More Interesting! Notice in the right hand that we are playing a lot of inversions of chords and many clusters of chords. Let's go through a few examples. Do you see the first chords in measure one, F Major 9? This is called rootless Voicing and it's a very hip way to play major chords 9 (you can learn more about rootless voicings here).
See left hands in actions 2 and 3, where do you play A and G on the A7 (#9) and D and F in Dm9? These are called chord shells, and you can do a deep dive on the chord shell here. You'll also notice some triads, such as in Measure 4, in C13 chords (b9). In the right hand, these chords are actually just a simple major. Again, it's a high structure, and you can
do a deep dive on these chords here. Now, before moving on, I recommend that you practice this chord progression with supporting tracks included, which can download at the bottom of this page after entering your membership. Let's look at Voicing 2. Voicing 2 Voicing 2 contemporary gospel and R&amp;B chord progression for Voicing Piano 2 is very
similar, except we play different inversions on some chords and use more triads. In particular, noticed the Large Gb trilogy on the A13(b9) measure in 1. And noticed triple D major in F13(b9) measured in 2. Again, these are called upper structures and are very important in contemporary gospel and R&amp;B. A great resource for this lesson sheet music
lesson is downloadable, which you can find at the bottom of this After entering your membership. Putting it all together now that you've learned how to transform the progression of chords 1-6-4-5 in contemporary gospel and R&amp;B style, you might think, hey I really want to understand this theory better so that I can do this for other chord improvements. If
that's you, then I highly recommend that you go through our level 1, Level 2, and Level 3 track learning foundations. In these learning tracks, you'll see every essential building block of contemporary gospel and piano harmony master R&amp;B, including major chords, minor chords, 7 chords, chord extensions, variations, and the most common voicing
techniques such as rootless voicings, block chords, drop 3 voicings, and quartal Voicings. And if you're looking for a little gospel inspiration, pay my original funky gospel tune, Swag time. This week's conclusion is a quick tip. Thanks for learning, and you will see the next piano lesson! Your teacher, Joni May.
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